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ABOUT MYSELF 

I am an industrial engineer, got my degree from Middle East Technical University. Then I have 

attended Koç University and made an Executive MBA. My professional career started as a system 

analyst in a software development house and continued for one year. Military duty was an obligatory 

but a convenient break to criticize my future. Then I decided to pursue a career in energy sector and 

started by selling natural gas (NG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) in domestic market. The company I 

worked for had import, wholesale and transmission licenses for NG and LNG. That experience gave 

me a chance to observe how crucial NG and LNG were as a commodity for both consumers and 

governments.  

99 % of NG consumed in Turkey is imported from abroad and total contract amount is 52,2 

BCM. Biggest supplier is Russia with 30 BCM contract capacity. Iran is the successor supplier with 10 

BCM yearly capacity. Third NG supplier is Azerbaijan and its capacity is 6,6 BCM/year. Rest of the 

demand is supplied via LNG and two suppliers are respectively Algeria (4,4 BCM/year) and Nigeria 

(1,2 BCM/year). Also spot LNG cargos have been imported in case of unplanned demand. Next to 

these ongoing contracts there exist some new gas suppliers which are or will be strong candidates in 

close future like North Iraq, newly found east Mediterranean gas from Israel, Cyprus and Egypt. 

Looking to domestic market, governmentally owned Botaş and some privately owned companies are 

importers in a market where Botaş has 80 % share. At the end of pipeline there exist consumers. 

Almost 50 % of this gas imported is consumed by power generators; also they generate slightly more 

than 50 % of power consumed in Turkey. Rest of the gas is consumed by industry and household 

users. This business is composed of suppliers from abroad, importers, transmitters and end users. A 

framework like this inevitably necessitates a regulator authority which is EMRA in Turkey. 

Gas framework contains some bottlenecks and opportunities. Roughly speaking total yearly 

contract amount covers total yearly demand amount. However daily peak demand is not met due to 

insufficient entrance and transmission capacity. Therefore every year Turkey faces gas crises in cold 

winter days. Possible solutions are increasing entrance capacities in borders and transmission 

capacity. Also building new gas storage facilities both for NG and LNG are secondary precautions. 

Consequently solution depends on new government and private sector investment on these issues. 

Besides rehabilitating existing gas transmission system and building new lines to bring those new 

candidates’ gas into domestic market are possible new investment areas.  

Another issue in gas market is governmentally determined gas prices. Since gas prices are not 

determined cost based, private importers are making loss and they are fully exposed to foreign 

currency. But if Turkey becomes an NG hub, then suppliers will compete with each other in the 

market, where prices will consequently drop down and determined cost based.  

Above experience enabled me to have a point of view about natural gas business. It showed 

me that natural gas something more than a commodity. This consequence eventually arise an 

interest to power market because power is more crucial commodity for humanity and governments. 

Then I continued my career in a power generator. The company has a portfolio composed of gas 

power plants and hydro power plants.  

44 % of power is generated via gas power plants fully dependent on abroad, 25 % is 

generated by hydro power plants fully domestic resources and % 25 is generated by lignite and coal 
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plants mostly dependent domestic resources. Half of this generation portfolio is private players and 

other half is owned by government and announced that government share will drop down to 20 % at 

most. Distribution system has also been privatized and fully run by private owners. 85 % of all 

national consumers are threshold users and making benefit of negotiated prices.  

Most of the investors have depts. in foreign currency but they trade in local currency. On the 

other hand government generators are selling to the system independent of their costs. One of the 

most challenging problem for power market players is non-clear future prices. Since there is no rigid 

and trustworthy organization that determines future prices, both current generators and potential 

investors are in need of clear vision for future. Because an investor naturally wants to know possible 

payback period of his investment in a confident expected value interval. However in a market where 

even the prices of next month is unclear, either there will be no investors or there will be investors 

which will most probably go bankrupt. For this requirement EPİAŞ has been constituted which is half 

private and half governmentally owned institute that started managing settlement of the market and 

making future market prices. Hopefully this new institute will bring a vision and transperancy to the 

market.  

Another emerging subject of power market is smart grid infrastructure. Today eight million 

power consumption point is above eligibility limit where only one point six million of them making 

benefit of cheap power. On the other hand total number of consumption points in Turkey is about 

thirty two million and this number is increasing year on year. This picture simply shows us that only 

five percent of all consumers purchase power with a price close to marginal cost. Rest is paying a 

valuable premium. This issue is another investment opportunity. Government should accelerate or 

make private distributers accelerate installing intelligent meters. Second stage of this installation will 

be monitoring, measuring and optimizing the consumption of these bulk thirty two million 

consumers. Implementation of this process will enable new jobs for software developers, meter 

producers and installers, besides consumers will pay less to power and push the market to a more 

competitive phase. Premium saved by paying less to power can easily be allocated to some other 

nationally emerging courses. 

I have exercised several subjects in power market, implemented and developed software 

projects. These experiences enable me with a holistic vision for Turkish and close geographical 

markets. All these years gained me a humble network that enables me to reach all sorts of 

information easily and quickly. Summing these up my wish is to be a person that contributes the 

future of power market. Being accepted to Bosphorus Energy Club, I wish to meet valuable leaders 

that contribute and lead Turkey’s and energy world, would like to interchange information, 

contribute to historical know-how treasury and consequently improve myself. 

 

WHAT TO MENTION IN MEETINGS THAT MIGHT CONTRIBUTE TO YOUTH? 

Being an importer country for primary energy resources, every precaution to reduce costs 

should be considered valuable and be given a chance to improve and implement. Reducing energy 

consumption and increasing efficiency, investing to right power generation methods with accurate 

selection of investment field, making good and affordable project finance, improving and optimizing 

transmission of power resources and power itself are some examples to cost reducing, national 
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saving actions. Saving more deposits will decrease our national costs and enable us to invest more on 

research and development. As a result national output will increase with a higher quality yielding an 

increase in national export volume.  

In recent ten years regardless of their background in power generation depositors invested in 

power generation. Like in every other subject money is not solely enough to make feasible 

investments. Lack of know-how resulted inefficient power generation plants or uncalculated 

operating expenses resulted bankruptcies and idle plants. Consequently national resources are left 

idle on their own. Overcoming this issue is an output of right consultancy.  

Finally regulator authority has a crucial role in all these subjects. As a nature of fully 

competitive market, every player is focused on increasing its own marginal benefit. Regulator should 

protect total benefit and sometimes should intervene for the sake of total output rather than 

individual benefit. This can only be successful by implementing with rigid, rigorous and wide ranging 

rules. 

In the meetings, I suggest tackling issues listed above. These subjects will broaden the 

horizons of youth and they will realize that a system is not only composed of generating output, but 

necessitates transmission systems, cost optimization and allocation, creating good investment 

environments, enabling investors with right information and finally creating good set of rules and 

implementing them without any hesitation. 

 

MY POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION 

I will be honored to make presentations about energy, geopolitics and energy investments if 

deemed suitable. Moreover I would love to contribute to workshops and receptive to any given 

duties related to these subjects. 


